I. INTRODUCTION
3G CDMA networks such as CDMA2000 IX allows doubling of voice capacity over regular CDMA and CDMA2000 EV-DO supports high-speed wireless data with peak rates of up to 2.4 Mbps.
In these third generation cellular networks, the base stations are connected .to radio network controllers or base station controllers by point-to-point (usually TlE1) links as shown in Figure l (a). These links, also called backhaul links, are expensive and their use imposes an on-going cost on the service providers. As more of the current CDMA subscribers migrate to higher capacity CDMA2000 and high-speed wireless data based on CDMA2000 EV-DO. the current radio access network will increasingly become a bottleneck. forcing service providers to add more of these costly Tl/El links to support the higher capacity air interface.
In addition. today's TIE1 based backhaul network is not a good match for third generation wireless networks due to the following reasons: 1) T l E 1 , which provides symmetric bandwidth in both uplink and downlink. while a good fit for carrying voice traffic, is not well suited for bursty and asymmetric data traffic; 2) Tl/Els are a source of reliability problems as adding redundancy through additional point-topoint links is expensive; 3) TlE1 provisioning can take significant time (in some cases, months) limiting the service providers ability to react quickly to changing demands.
In this paper, we propose designing a wireless radio access network to carry the traffic from the base stations to the radio network controller. While fixed wireless systems based on LMDSMMDS technology have been around for decades, they haven't been really successful in backhaul applications to date since they have been based on proprietary we first show that finding h e optimal solution lo the problem is NP-hard. We then provide algorithms that come close to the optimal soluiion. Finally. we address the reliability issue of failure of 802.16 links or nodes by designing algorithms to create topologies that can handle single link or node failures effectively. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 11, we present background and related work. Section 111, we motivate the benefits of an 802.16 radio access network. In Section IV. we formally define the topology design problem and show that finding the optimal solution to the problem is NP-hard. In Section V, we provide an integer program formulation to the problem and detail our greedy algorithm for designing the 802.16-based radio access network. In Section VI, we address the issue of topology design that are resilient to single link and node failures by showing thar the optimal solutions to these problems are NP-hard and detail our greedy algorithm for solving this problem. In Section VII, we evahate our algorithms through simulations based on the base station layout of a large service provider in the United States and show that the algorithm delivers performance close to the optimal solution. Finally, in Section VIII, we present our conclusions. meeting a given set of demands, our problem of minimizing wireless links is quite different from minimizing wiring cost in wireline network. In the wireless case, we do not have the choices of different cable types between a pair of nodes. In fact, the capacity 0f.a wireless link between a pair of nodes is a function of distance and transmission power. In addition, the cost of a wireless link does not depend on the distance but is equal to the fixed cost of installing a transmitter/receiver at both ends of the link.
The link/mde failure resiliency problem considered in this paper is closely related to the problems of finding the 2-edge connected subgraph and the 2-vertex connected subgraph b a t are all NP-hard problems. However, the problems considered in this paper are even harder to approximate due to the capacity constraints of wireless links. A 2-edge (2-vertex) connected graph is not necessarily resilient to single link (node) failure in our case, There is work [12] to find the 2-edge (2-vertex) connected graph accounting for capacity constraints. It takes the same network and demand models as in [ 101 and asks for a minimum cost spanning network such that the removal of the root node and its incident edges breaks the network into a number of components, each of which is 2-edge (2-vetex) connected with a totd demand I;. However We can use the multi-hop 802.16 mesh network for these case where some base stations use other base stations as relay to reach the RNC. This might increase the channels needed. However, since the 3G base stations are usually placed not very far from each other in order to provide good coverage to an area, (see Figure 9 for the layout of a real deployment), the additional channels required for multi-hop routing is minimal.
Thus, this section motivates our proposed architecture by illustrating the benefits of having an IEEE 802.16 based architecture for the radio access network as it supports asymmevy and enables sharing of resources. This can result in significant savings in backhaul costs, especially with busty and asymmetric data traffic. However, in order to obtain this benefit, we still need to solve the problem of how best to connect the base stations to the RNC using 802.16 links such that the traffic demands are satisfied. This is explored in more detail in the rest of paper.
Iv. MODELS AND ASSUMPTIONS
In this section, we describe our model for an IEEE 802.16 network that is used as backhaul for 3G wireless network.
We consider a multi-hop 802.16 network where'the nodes communicate with each other via wireless links. Each node in a network can communicate directly with a subset of the other nodes in the network. We use a bidirectional link e =< U , 'U > to represent the fact that node ? J and node U. is within the transmission range of each other. Since 802.16 allows dynamic1 allocation of bandwidth between two directions of one wireless link. we are only interested in the total. Therefore, we denote r ( e ) , the transmission rate of wireless link e, which is the sum of transmission rates on both directions. Let us denote the network by a graph G = (V, E ) where V represents the set of nodes in the network and E the set of wireless links in the network. Following the 802.16 protocol, we assume that system operates in a synchronous time-slotted mode, where the length of a time-slot is 7 seconds.
We assuiiie rhat 802.16 nodes are siafionuq (mounted on 3G base station towers) and there is no necessity to employ dynamic power control. Thus? given a pair of fixed nodes and stationary channel conditions, the capacity of the link between the nodes is pre-determined and the link is always activated at this rate using the optimal power level.
In order to achieve the high rate required by the 3G backhaid, w e firrther assiiine fhar the directional antenna is icsed where possible as described in the previous section. PruoJ This can be proved by reducing the bin-packing problem [15] to it. In the bin-packing problem, the goal is to determine how a given number of objects (of different sizes) can be placed into h e least number of fixed space bins. There are several variants of the problems that are all NP-hard. We reduce the following version of bin packing problem to the MLP. Let define a set of objects with size SI, S Z , . . . , sr, and a set of bins of capacity c. The number of bins is not bounded.
The goal is to put all objects into the least number of bins.
Obviously we have V i ? s.i 5 c. For such a bin-packing problem, we construct a graph as shown in Figure 3 . We create n nodes b l , . . ~ ! b, and attach them to node 0. The capacity of link < 0, bi >, 1 5 i 5 n is c. In addition, for all object i with size of si, we create a node with demand si. Node 0 is the source for all demands. We connect s i , VJi to all bj with links of infinite capacity. If we assume that a demand can only be c a n i d by a single flow, the solution of finding a sub-graph of S1 s2
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Fig. 3. Bin packing reduction
the least number of links that can deliver the given demands implies a solution of the corresponding bin-packing problem.
In this case, the degrees of 
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16. Unfortunately, the integer programming problem can be solved for only small sized problems in practice because of the integer requirements and the exponential number of variables.
We now describe our heuristic-based greedy algorithm for solving MLP. We will use the integer programming to evaluate the quality of solution yielded by the greedy algorithm when the problem size is small.
B. Greedy algosirhm for M U
with the objective to use fewer links:
We have three main preferences in choosing a path for MLP shortest path for each individual demand share usage of links between different demands choose high capacity links over low capacity links Note that some of these preferences are inter-related (choosing high capacity links allow more sharing etc. The details of the algorithm is described in Figure 4 . MLP Greedy algorithm described in Figure 5 is the main algorithm. It tries to cater to the third preference (choosing high capacity links over low capacity links) and uses the results of the basic greedy algorithm to minimize the number of links used in MLP.
In order to encourage sharing of links among different paths, we rank the links in a graph by a popularity metric. The popularity of a link e, denoted u ( e ) , is initially the number of paths that traverse the link among all possible paths that can carry demands (lines 1-2 of Figure 4 ). The intuition is that the higher the popularity of a link, the more likely it can be shared among different paths. The goal of the greedy algorithm is then to pick a path of fewer hops while using the more popular links. This is done by converting the popularity metric U ( . ) to an unpopularity meuic U(.) and treating G ( . ) as the cost of links (line 5). A standard shortest path algorithm can then find the shortest path that maximizes the popularity (line 9).
Our simulation evaluation suggests that the choice of Tl1eor.m 2: Finding an 802.16 network of minimum number oE Iinks that can achieve a given set of demands even when there is at most one link failure is NP-hard.
Pruuf: This can be proved by reducing the minimum 2-edge connected subgraph problem 11.51 to it. For a given graph G' = (v, E ) , the goal of the minimum 2-edge connected subgraph problem is to find a 2-edge connected spanning subgraph G' = (V,E') The second constraint is to ensure that the sum of the total traffic traversing a link and the capacity reserved on the link for backup paths to handle any single node failure can not exceed the link capacity if the link is in use, otherwise zero. The rest of the constraints is the same as in the previous integer programming for MLP.
C. MLRLP Greedy Algorithm
In this section, we present our MLRLP greedy algorithm. The approach is similar to the MLP presented in Section V-B and differs mainly in the selection of backup paths.
We now derive the amount of capacity reservation required when a link e is on the backup path of a set of demand 6 = PickLeastLinksResL (G' = (V, E s ) , L, D ) 1.
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find set of all paths in G" from s to U that are link disjoint from primary path p , , F';, u i e ) = C V E I ' C e E p : p E P : , 1, Ve E E, OLD = n i a x e c~, u(e) hfAX_POPULARJTY = ~I~x~E E ,
and Ve E p:,, The detailed algorithm is presented in Figures 6 and 7 . The MLRLP greedy algorithm, similar to the MLP greedy algorithm, sorts the l i n k in decreasing order of their capacities (line 1 of Figure 6 ) and then adds one link at a time (line 4) and executes the following: a) it first places all primary paths using the greedy PickLeamLinkf.) (line 6) presented in the previous section. b) it then calls PickLeasrsLinkAesLf.) to find the backup paths (line 7). This process is repeated until all the links are added and then the solution of PickLeastLitzksResL (.) that returns the least number of links added is retumed.
The function PickLeasrLirzksResL(,l first finds all the link disjoint paths J' L from the primary pu for every demand d, (line 1 of Figure 7 ). Each link is weighted with popularity that is the number of paths in U V~~V \ {~) P 6 that traverse the link '(line 2). Similarly as in MLP-heuristic, we convert the popularity metric, a,(.)$ to an unpopularity metric, U(.), for each link (line 5). In order to encourage the paths using less new links, all the links that are part of any primary path are awarded with an additional popularity value, OLD (line 6). For each demand, a shortest path algorithm is executed (line 10) that treats unpopularity as the link cost and finds a backup path o f less hops and that traverses more shared links without violating the capacity constraint (the sum of the capacity used by all primary paths traverse the link and the reserved capacity for backup paths does not exceed the total link capacity). Once a backup path is chosen, all the links on the path receive a
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D. MLRNP greedy algorithm
The MLRNP greedy algorithm is very similar to that for MLRLP. The heuristic in Figure 6 can be used for MLRNP if we replace Pic~LeastLinksResL()with PickLeastLirzksResNo() in Figure 8 . There are two major differences betwe&' PickLeastLinbResL() with PickLeastLinksResN(). First, the sei of backup paths F' ; for a demand d , using primary path p , are the paths from root node to v that do not share any node with the primary path. Second, the bandwidth reservation required for backup paths should be valued differently. Lets assume a link e is on the backup paths of a se1 of paths P = { p u u l , p , 2 ; . VII. EVALUATION The map of base station layout that we use for the performance evaluation of our algorithms is presented in Figure 9 . It is part of a 3G network operated by one of the major service providers in United States. All these base stations connect to the RNC through wireline such as Tl/T3. We evaluate the number of wireless links required when we replace the wireline network with a 802.16 wireless network. The longitude and latitude distances are all relative to a reference point. Note the Iocation of the reference point is not important. Only the distances among base stations matter in our simulation.
There are a total of 34 nodes in the map. It is well known that the signal strength is inversely proportional to the square of the distance. Therefore we assume the transmission rate of a wireless links is inversely proportional to the square of the distance. We set the maximum transmission range of a wireless link to be 20Km. This gives us a total of 463 bidirectional links. The link capacities are normalized such that they range from 2.53 (longest link) to 2180 (shortest link) units. We assume the RNC is connected to one of the nodes, called the roof node, using a wired link (such as OC3) -this allows the RNC to be located far away from the base stations, for example, in a central office. We consider the sensitivity of choosing the root node in our evaluation.
The rest of the nodes are 3G base stations which demands traffic from the RNC. We assume that the demands of each base station is uniformly distributed between 0 and Mmload. Three different load conditions are experimented with, low load (MaxLoad=l)? medium load (MaxLoad=6) and high load (MaxLoad=l2.0).
All our algorithms are implemented in C. The integer programming is solved using a public domain software lpsolve that allows u s to specify that certain variables must be integers.
A. Evaluation of MLP Greedy Algorithm
We first evaluate the PickLeasrLindcs() algorithm and show how the results are improved when using MLP,Greedy(). link(s). These observations are explained as follows. As the number of links increases, the algorithm has a larger choice of shortest paths and may end up picking the "wrong" path.
Hence. a larger input graph can degrade performance. On the other hand, the addition a new link sometimes provides necessary connectivity between bottleneck nodes, resulting in a path that can be routed more efficiently with less links. Therefore. 
